Introduction.
Let G be an abelian locally compact group and let K be a positive Radon measure with the property that the kernel V defined by V/*(^) ==(/** x)(^) = j/{xy-^^dx) satisfies the domination principle. In [1] Deny characterized those measures x for which V = f P( dt where (P() is a convolution semigroup such that (^, () -> P((rc, 0) is continuous for all 0 6 C<;(G). In particular, if V satisfies the complete maximum principle, his result characterizes the convolution Feller semi-groups.
The purpose of this article is to extend Deny's result, when V is assumed to satisfy the complete maximum principle, to the case where G is replaced by a homogeneous space E == G/K with G an arbitrary locally compact group and K a compact subgroup of G. Specifically, the following is proved (see theorem 3.10) :
THEOREM. -Assume that G is a-compact. Let (P() be a Feller semigroup on E that commutes with the action of G (2) <r*x^x,<7*x=x on ^ B; aruf (3) Km or * x" == 0.
n»-oo
Conversely^ if x satisfies D) and (Ae kernel V/*==/**x satisfies the complete maximum principle then there is a unique convolution Feller semi-group (P() with V == J;°° P, d.
The condition of cr-compactness is not essential but for the sake of simplicity the detailed proofs are given under this assumption. The measure-theoretic complements needed to permit arguments to carry over in the general case are outlined in the appendix.
Let X be a locally compact space. Then ^ denotes the o-ring generated by the compact subsets of X and feî t {/* > 0} = A. e ^ and f\A. is measurable and non-negative relative to ^|A. The set of non-negative Radon measures is denoted by M-^X) and C^(X) (resp. Co"(X)) denotes the set of non-negative continuous functions with compact support (resp. vanishing at infinity).
A kernel is viewed as an operator on functions as in [2] rather than as an operator on measures as in [1] .
The resolvent defined by a convolution kernel.
Let G be a locally compact group whose topology is orcompact and denote by K a compact subgoup. Let E denote the locally compact quotient space G/K of right cosets and denote by TC the projection of G onto E (let n{t) be also denoted by [t] ). Let 0 == [(?], e the identity of G.
Denote by x a positive Radon measure on E and let m be the left-invariant probability measure on K. Define the measure x on G by setting
on each right coset since a compact group is unimodular). Define the translation kernels T( and S< by the formulas {Wx) == f^x) and {S/){x) = f(xt-1 ), /•GG+. A Radon measure a on G is said to be aright-invariant if <a, S,y> -<a, /> for all t e K and f E ^+. The measure x is then the unique K-right invariant measure a on G whose image 7r(oc) == x and the map x -> x identifies M^E) with the set of Kright-invariant measures on G (note that <x, /*> == <x, jf>, where f^=f on and (S^) = f if t e K).
If /"e^ let f==:fon. Then g e ^+ is of the form g = f, f E ^+? if a.nd only if S^g == g for all ^ e K. Consequently, if g e ^+ and x G M-^E) the function h defined for all teK and fe^^+. This is equivalent to requiring that <jl, g> -<?, S(g> =<jX, T,g> for all teK and g e ^+, i.e. jl is Vi-hi-in^ariant. The uniqueness of a is clear as is the fact that N = * x implies P == <^( (%) v ). Let K e M-^(E) be such that the kernel V defined by Vy^/^x satisfies the complete maximum principle (note that x is not assumed to be K-invariant). Since x is Radon, V is proper and so, as remarked in [3] , it is reasonable to define u e S^ as excessive if u = sup V/*^ with (/*") <= ^+ n and (VfJ increasing. Also, u e <^+ is said to be supermedian if, for all f and g e ^+, u + Vf ^ Vg on {g > 0} implieŝ + Vf ^ Vg. Assume that the following condition is satisfied by x : (Di) there is a compact neighbourhood B of 0 and o e M^E) such that Jn other words, VO vanishes at the natural boundary of E in the sence of [3] . it follows that v + 0 * (<r»+i *%)>€>* (cy * x) on f L and P(a;o) < s.
In view of P(l) this establishes P(n + 1). Then (V^) is a sub-Markovian resolvent and / e S^ implies Vxf-V^/y. Also, Vg=g*x^ y^==g*x^ for all g e â nd since V == lim V^, V == lim V^ (note that if ^ e C(T(G) \^o ^o " there exists 0 e C^E) with 0 > ^).
Remark. -Since x is K-invariant it can be directly verified that V satisfies the complete maximum principle (note that V/^V/^, for all fe ^-).
The existence of a Feller semigroup.
The measure x on E will be assumed to satisfy the following condition :
D^) there is a base ^ of compact neighbourhoods of 0 such that for each B e ^ there exists cr e M^E) with
(2) or * x ^ x; and
Remark. -If, in addition, one requires in Dg) that each a" * x converge weakly to zero as n -> oo and that each a _ is carried by B then there is a family associated with x in the sense of Deny [1] .
Since the resolvent (V^) maps Co(E) into itself the HilleYosida theorem can be applied if D == V^(Co(E)) == Co(E).
This fact is established by the following sequence of lemmas and propositions.
Proof. -(0 * a)(0) = (0 * P)(0) for all $ e C?(E) implies that a(A- 
-^(^-^KS * x) (^) ^ ^^(^-^(S * x) (ds).
Since there exists 6 e C?-(E) with 6(5) > ^(4^-1 ), for all s e G, the last integral is finite. 
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Choose SQE{^) > 0}X with 7c(so) == XQ and let 6 == T,-<0. Then ^==6*x--6*((7*x) is a function that satisfies (1),° (2) and (3) above.
COROLLARY 2.4. -The functions V^O, X > 0 and 0 e C^(E) separate the points of E.
Proof. -If u is lower semicontinuous and excessive then u = sup {XV^O|X > 0 and 0 e C^(E) with 0 ^ u}. Hence, the functions V^O separate 0 from any other point x e E. Since V^T, = T,V^, for all s e G, the result follows.
. is of the same form. Hence, the vector space generated by functions ^ e C^(E), which are differences of continuous excessive functions, is dense in Co(E).
Corollary 2.8 implies that D = V^(Co(E)) = Co(E). The result then follows from the Hille-Yosida theorem (c.f. [2] ).
As an immediate corollary one has the following restricted version of a result of Deny [1] . Remarks. -Deny's result is more general. He not only did not require G to be (7-compact (a hypothesis that can be removed from all the above results as indicated in the appendix) but also did not assume that the kernel * x satisfied the complete maximum principle. Further, while in the commutative case it is immaterial whether one writes a * x, or x * oit seems to be necessary in general to have a * x < x if the kernel V commutes with the left action of G on E.
COROLLARY 2.10. -Let G be a locally compact abelian group (that is a-compact) and let V = * x be a convolution kernel on G that satisfies the complete maximum principle. Then, V is the potential kernel of a Feller semigroup if the following condition is verified:
D) for a base ^ of compact neighbourhoods of the identity e of G there is, for each B e ^, a measure a e M^E) with
The characterization of convolution Feller semi-groups.
Let (P() be a Feller semigroup on E that commutes with the action of G on E, i.e., if s e G and ( > 0 then T,P, == PT. Denote by x the unique K-invariant measure on E defined by <x, 0>^= V(D(0). Then V/'==/'*x and ^V = ^ * x (note that (xT is K-biinvariant and so ((x)^, being K-right invariant, is of the form x for a unique x e M-^E)). It will be shown first that % satisfies conditions Di) and Dg).
Note that pi ->-txP^, (A e M^(E), defines a continuous Hunt semigroup in the terminology of Deny [1] . Hence, all the results of paragraphs 3 and 4 in [1] hold.
To begin with it is proved that 1 is an excessive function. with ^ e Co(E), it follows from <a, * (^, $> = <^., $> that lim o^ * (By == a, * p. Applying both these arguments to o^ * (B and a * (^ respectively gives the result. Proof. -Theorem 2.9 states that (2) -^ (1).
(1) ==^ (2). As noted above the measure x satisfies D). Further, if x^ == J^ e-^ 6?(, the family (* K\) of convolution kernels is a sub-Markovian resolvent family. Lemma 3.11 shows that * x === lim * K-^ and so *x satisfies the )^o complete maximum principle. Hence, from Theorem 2.9 and the above remark x == (x^ satisfies D).
The statement (1) The proof of the theorem is now completed by the above lemmas and corollary.
Remarks. -The conditions (3) and (3^ do not appear to imply condition (1) . By considering the situation on the space F of left cosets one could show (3) ====»-(!) providing that the kernel x * on F satisfies the complete maximum principle. However one only knows that x * has this property.
To prove the last statement it suffices to show that x satisfies D^) whenever x satisfies D).
First of all if ^ is a neighbourhood base for 0 satisfying D) the measures or can, by corollary 3.13 below, be assumed to be K-invariant. Now (o-* x^ == x * G and so since the sets of the form ^((A.)^, B e ^, also from a base for the neighbourhoods of 0 it follows that x satisfies D 7 ).
Appendix.
In the non cr-compact case the complications arise because theorem 2 of [4] no longer applies and has to be replaced by theorem 3 of [5] . In the terminology of [5] if V = * x then every Baire set is or-bounded. This condition replaces the hypothesis that V is a proper kernel in the cr-compact case.
In proposition 1.2 « excessive » should be replaced by « supermedian » as defined in [5] . Now, as V is sub-Markovian, 1 is supermedian and so, in view of theorem 3 in [5] , theorem 1.4 holds. Note that in lemma 1.3 « proper » should be replaced by « every Baire set is o-bounded ».
